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Abstract
Current digital ecosystems are shaped by platformisation, algorithmic recommender systems, and news personalisation.
These (algorithmic) infrastructures influence online news dissemination and therefore necessitate a reconceptualisation
of how online media control is or may be exercised in states with restricted media freedom. Indeed, the degree of media
plurality and journalistic independence becomes irrelevant when reporting is available but difficult to access; for exam‐
ple, if the websites of media outlets are not indexed or recommended by the search engines, news aggregators, or social
media platforms that function as algorithmic gatekeepers. Research approaches to media control need to be broadened
because authoritarian governments are increasingly adopting policies that govern the internet through its infrastructure;
the power they leverage against private infrastructure owners yields more effective—and less easily perceptible—control
over online content dissemination. Zooming in on the use of trusted notifier‐models to counter online harms in Russia, we
examine the Netoscope project (a database of Russian domain names suspected of malware, botnet, or phishing activi‐
ties) in which federal censor Roskomnadzor cooperates with, e.g., Yandex (that downranks listed domains in search results),
Kaspersky, and foreign partners. Based on publicly available reports, media coverage, and semi‐structured interviews, the
article analyses the degree of influence, control, and oversight of Netoscope’s participating partners over the database and
its applications. We argue that, in the absence of effective legal safeguards and transparency requirements, the politicised
nature of internet infrastructure makes the trusted notifier‐model vulnerable to abuse in authoritarian states.
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1. Introduction
Current digital ecosystems are shaped by platformi‐
sation, algorithmic recommender systems, and—
increasingly—news personalisation (van Dijck, 2020).
These (algorithmic) infrastructures influence the online
dissemination of news and therefore necessitate a recon‐
ceptualisation of how online media control is or can
be exercised in states with restricted media freedom.
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Indeed, the degree of media plurality and journalis‐
tic independence becomes irrelevant when reporting
is available but difficult to access; for example, if the
websites of media outlets are not indexed or recom‐
mended by the search engines, news aggregators, or
social media platforms that function as algorithmic gate‐
keepers (Napoli, 2015). This is all the more important
since authoritarian governments increasingly adopt poli‐
cies that govern the internet through its infrastructure
27

(Sivetc, 2021) and use the power of private infrastructure
owners to achieve effective, but less easily perceptible,
control over online content dissemination. For example,
research indicates that, in Russia, Yandex’s search engine
and news aggregator demonstrate a bias and “referred
users to significantly fewer websites that contained infor‐
mation” about protests (Kravets & Toepfl, 2021, p. 1).
Zooming in on a concrete case where a trusted notifier‐
model (Schwemer, 2019) has been employed to counter
online harm in Russia, we argue that, in absence of
effective legal safeguards, accountability mechanisms
and transparency requirements, the politicised nature
of internet infrastructures makes this model vulnerable
to abuse in authoritarian states.
Governments increasingly seek to control their
“national” digital spaces by introducing online content
regulations and expanding their influence over critical
internet resources, such as Domain Name Systems (DNS;
Mueller, 2010). When critical internet resources belong
to private companies or (non‐profit) organisations, gov‐
ernments, therefore, seek to cooperate with or co‐opt
them to decide inter alia on the accessibility of online
content (Balkin, 2014). For instance, establishing control
over the national DNS infrastructure enables one to con‐
trol connectivity among internet users: The DNS system,
similar to a telephone book, connects names (URLs) with
corresponding numbers (IP address where the resource
is hosted) and therefore serves as “a necessary prelude
to communication” (Klein, 2002, p. 195). Since country‐
code top‐level domains (ccTLDs) such as .ru, are gov‐
erned by relevant authorities at the national level, study‐
ing the relations between national governments, private
parties, and not‐for‐profit organisations in this sphere is
important as they determine the availability of online
content (Schwemer, 2018). Moreover, national domain
name registries, government bodies, and various private
or public partners can be involved in online content con‐
trol by creating “trusted notifier‐models” for flagging sus‐
picious domain names (Schwemer, 2019, p. 3).
Russia, a country in which media freedom is signifi‐
cantly restricted, actively seeks to expand its control over
internet infrastructure and thereby strengthen its capac‐
ity to censor online content (Sivetc, 2021; Wijermars,
2021). Under the 2019 Russian Internet Sovereignty
Act, Russia became one of the stakeholders of its
national registry (the Coordination Center for top‐level
domains .ru and .рф) in June 2020 (Coordination Center,
2020). Responsible for, among other tasks, the allocation
and deallocation of domain names, the Coordination
Center occupies a powerful position which may be a
valuable asset in its cooperation with other stakehold‐
ers, including the Russian state. This article analyses
to what extent a governance model which relies on
trusted notifiers, and in which the Russian internet reg‐
ulator Roskomnadzor (Federal Service for Supervision
of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass
Media) cooperates with the Coordination Center and
other key internet infrastructure owners, could be used
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for alternate ends (by the regulator or other actors). Our
argument builds upon an examination of the Netoscope
project (a database of .ru domain names suspected
of malware, botnet, or phishing activities). The project
was launched by the Coordination Center in 2012 and,
by 2021, involved 17 partners, including Roskomnadzor,
who contribute to Netoscope’s database of harmful
domain names, thereby affecting their reputation and,
potentially, their algorithmic ranking.
Previous studies of Russian internet governance con‐
cerning media control have focused on federal leg‐
islation, media ownership structures, censorship, and
surveillance (Litvinenko & Toepfl, 2019; Lokot, 2018;
Sherstoboeva, 2020; Vendil Pallin, 2017). The “infrastruc‐
tural turn” in internet governance scholarship (Musiani
et al., 2016) has only recently started to be addressed
with regard to Russia (Daucé & Musiani, 2021). Control
mechanisms that function through infrastructures and
the governance models involved have yet to be substan‐
tially investigated. This is of particular relevance as Russia
seeks to create a “sovereign” internet whose successful
realisation relies on state control over the Russian inter‐
net’s infrastructure, including the creation of a national
DNS (Stadnik, 2021).
To address this gap and demonstrate the need to
complement existing approaches to studying media free‐
dom with research into the governance of the algorith‐
mic and physical infrastructures that shape online news
dissemination, we examine the relations between the
Coordination Center and the various partners it collab‐
orates with within Netoscope. Based on publicly avail‐
able reports, media coverage, and semi‐structured inter‐
views with representatives from the Coordination Center,
Kaspersky (national partner), and SURFnet (international
partner), we seek to understand the nature and dynam‐
ics of the trusted notifier‐model which underlies the
partnership and to explore the extent to which vari‐
ous Netoscope partners can influence, control, and have
insight into the database and its applications. We inter‐
pret the implications of the governance structures we
uncover and argue that, as a result of limited trans‐
parency, this governance model may be vulnerable to
manipulation or abuse towards media control or other
restrictive objectives.
2. The Place of Trusted Notifier Systems in Internet
Governance
The introduction of state regulation of online content is
by now a common trend across political systems, illus‐
trating a gradual shift in the balance away from the
multistakeholder approach, long held to be inherent to
internet governance, towards more state‐centred ten‐
dencies. The multistakeholder approach emphasises the
global nature and complex interdependence of the inter‐
net; its governance therefore should involve not only
states but also businesses, civil society, and communi‐
ties of technical experts (Dutton, 2015). In contrast, the
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state‐centred approach to internet governance, referred
to as internet balkanisation (Hill, 2012), fragmentation
(Drake et al., 2016), or sovereignisation (Möllers, 2021)
focuses on state regulation or “self‐determination” with
regard to local internet arenas. Notwithstanding the
push towards sovereignisation, self‐regulatory models
continue to be prevalent, for example in efforts to limit
the dissemination of illegal and harmful content on social
media platforms.
In this context, trusted notifier‐models have emerged
as a way to disable access to illegal online content on
the basis of notices sent by “trusted flaggers” or “trusted
notifiers” (Schwemer, 2019, p. 2). This expertise can
come from individuals, private organisations, civil society
organisations, semi‐public bodies, and public authorities
(Schwemer, 2019, p. 3). For example, the trusted notifier‐
model is supported by the European Commission as it
encourages platforms to collaborate with public author‐
ities and trusted notifiers to take down illegal content
(European Commission, 2017). Although trusted noti‐
fiers can act in different contexts (from flagging terror‐
ist speech to identifying copyright infringements) sev‐
eral general features of such governance models can be
identified (Schwemer, 2019): (1) Trusted‐notifier mod‐
els emerge as voluntary arrangements; (2) trusted noti‐
fiers act as privileged parties with a direct channel to the
intermediary that has the capacity to affect the accessi‐
bility of flagged content; (3) there is no requirement of
preliminary judiciary assessment of content flagged by
trusted notifiers; and (4) as a form of privatised enforce‐
ment, the model suffers from a democratic deficit and
can be challenged from the perspective of the rule of
law, legal certainty, accountability, right to due process,
as well as freedom of expression. In the context of ini‐
tiatives aimed at countering disinformation, for example,
outsourcing decisions on politically contentious issues to
trusted notifiers may result in overcensoring with limited
or no opportunity for redress.
Various international examples exist of the cre‐
ation of public‐private partnerships with the specific
aim of countering malware and botnets, similar to
the case under examination in this article (Dupont,
2017). Examining such anti‐botnet initiatives launched
between 2005 and 2010 in Australia, Japan, South Korea,
Germany, and the Netherlands, Dupont (2017) explains
that they centre around the engagement of internet
service providers (ISPs) and anti‐virus companies, typi‐
cally encompassing private entities who are each other’s
direct competitors and are “often implemented by public
Internet regulatory agencies attached to economic devel‐
opment and telecommunications ministries” (Dupont,
2017, p. 109). At their core is the establishment of
information‐sharing systems between telecommunica‐
tions regulatory agencies and ISPs to aggregate data on
botnets and identify infected devices. In South Korea,
the Netherlands, and the United States, ISPs are known
to place infected machines, whose users are “unable or
unwilling to rectify the situation” in a “digital quarantine”
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by disrupting their internet access until the infection has
been addressed (Dupont, 2017, p. 109); as a form of pri‐
vate enforcement, such practices give rise to legal and
ethical concerns.
3. Russian Internet Governance and Media Control
Up until 2012, the Russian state demonstrated a rel‐
atively hands‐off approach regarding internet regula‐
tion. Rather than employing filtering, restricting inter‐
net access, or blocking online content, the online
domain was governed through more subtle means as
Russia sought to shape online discourses “through effec‐
tive counterinformation campaigns that overwhelm, dis‐
credit, or demoralize opponents” (Deibert & Rohozinski,
2010, p. 27). Therefore, the internet was able to function
as a counterweight to the increasingly restricted tradi‐
tional media (federal television, newspapers) and flour‐
ish as a platform for independent journalism and polit‐
ical activism (Wijermars & Lehtisaari, 2020). Russia had
already taken several “preparatory steps” by enhancing
state ownership of internet companies, attaching the sta‐
tus of mass media (and thereby the restrictions appli‐
cable to them) to their online counterparts, and float‐
ing the first proposals to establish a “national firewall”
(Lonkila et al., 2020).
Since 2012, Russia intensified internet control, for
example, by introducing website blocking legislation.
Roskomnadzor was established in 2008 to regulate mass
media and telecommunications and issue licences, and
has since played a central role in website blocking pro‐
cedures (Sivetc, 2020). In June 2020, the European
Court of Human Rights criticised this practice when it
ruled in two separate cases (Kharitonov v. Russia, 2020;
OOO Flavus and others v. Russia, 2020) that Russia’s
website blocking legislation violates Article 10 of the
European Convention on Human Rights. The Court found
that the legal framework for website blocking jeopar‐
dises freedom of expression. It grants Roskomnadzor
the ability to, without preliminary court oversight, block
access not only to the allegedly unlawful content but
also the entire website on which any such content is
published (in these cases, e.g., grani.ru, an oppositional
online media outlet). Moreover, implementation pro‐
cedures affect innocent websites hosted on the same
server as the targeted website (on overblocking and the
ban of messenger Telegram, see Ermoshina & Musiani,
2021). Roskomnadzor’s prerogatives in restricting access
to online content without preliminary court oversight
are expanding. The federal agency also partakes in extra‐
legal internet governance practices, as is the case in the
example we examine.
The technical obstacles Roskomnadzor encountered
in putting in place effective website blocking (Ermoshina
& Musiani, 2021; Stadnik, 2021) have led to the restruc‐
turing of Russian internet governance through the
Russian Internet Sovereignty Act (2019). This law trans‐
ferred the implementation of website blocking from
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ISPs to the state. Through the obligatory placement
of devices equipped with deep packet inspection tech‐
nologies, Roskomnadzor was empowered to directly and
more accurately filter and block websites, which should
limit overblocking. However, lessening the dependence
on ISPs and using state‐controlled deep packet inspec‐
tion filters may turn the website blocking mechanisms
into a black box that is non‐transparent to public and
providers’ scrutiny (Stadnik, 2021).
In addition to controlling online speech through leg‐
islative measures, the Russian government has co‐opted
internet gatekeepers to use their private rules to affect
online content (Daucé & Loveluck, 2021). Their efforts to
control which news items and sources are recommended
by news aggregators, resulting in the law “On News
Aggregators” (Wijermars, 2021), clearly indicate that the
authorities are aware of the centrality of platforms and
algorithmic infrastructures in online news dissemination.
Empirical research suggests that Yandex’s search engine
and news aggregator indeed “forwar[d] users to fewer
websites that regularly featured criticism of Russia’s
authoritarian leadership” (Kravets & Toepfl, 2021, p. 1).
Yet, within scholarship on media freedom in Russia, the
role of these intermediaries and governmental efforts
to control them has received limited scrutiny. While for
many Russian technological companies, their degree of
independence vis‐a‐vis the Russian state has been (right‐
fully) questioned, the emergence of trusted notifier‐
models (as exemplified by Netoscope) within Russian
internet governance and its possible implications neces‐
sitates further scrutiny as both part of and separate from
the general sovereignisation trend.
4. Methodology
To gain insight into Netoscope and its governance struc‐
ture we triangulated multiple sources. First, we ana‐
lysed Coordination Center reports (2013–2020) that
contain a section dedicated to counteracting illegal activ‐
ities that use domains .ru/.рф, providing concise, gen‐
eral information about Netoscope and its main achieve‐
ments. Second, we examined media coverage using the
INTEGRUM Profi database, which provided additional
information on the development of Netoscope, its part‐
ners, and the applications of the database. We queried
the database with the Russian project name (НЕТОСКОП)
for the period 1 January 2011–30 September 2020.
Upon manually assessing relevance and removing dupli‐
cates, this resulted in 48 unique results. Media cov‐
erage was most frequent in 2013 (11 unique results)
when the project’s first results were published, and 2018
(10 results) in connection to the project’s collaboration
with FIFA. A substantial number (16) concerned publica‐
tions by IT websites and magazines. Overall, media cov‐
erage can be characterised as being limited in frequency
and largely guided by press releases.
Third, we conducted semi‐structured interviews with
Netoscope partners; all partners were invited, yet only
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three accepted the invitation. We interviewed a repre‐
sentative from the Coordination Center, who requested
anonymity; Andrey Yarnykh, the Director of the Strategic
Development Project of Kaspersky in Russia; and Roland
van Rijswijk‐Deij, who was employed as a researcher
at SURFnet at the time when their agreement with
Netoscope was signed and involved in the coordina‐
tion of the collaboration. Each interviewee was asked
to answer the same set of pre‐prepared questions. All
interviews were conducted online, in January and August
2020. This interview guide included several groups of
questions: general questions regarding Netoscope; ques‐
tions related to the motivations for joining and the role of
the interviewee’s organisation or company in Netoscope;
questions about the relations among the project part‐
ners; questions about the Netoscope database (e.g.,
whether the interviewee’s organisation contributes to
the Netoscope database, uses it, has access to and con‐
trol over it, ability to see which partner has flagged a cer‐
tain domain name, whether it has any verification or safe‐
guard mechanisms to prevent or remedy mistakes); and
finally, a question concerning Roskomnadzor’s participa‐
tion in Netoscope. At the end of the interview, intervie‐
wees were invited to add anything else they would like
to share regarding Netoscope. Since SURFnet’s involve‐
ment in Netoscope is limited, this interview generated
much less information and correspondingly features less
prominently in our analysis. All translations were carried
out by the authors.
The fact that many project partners declined our
interview request presents a clear limitation to our
study; yet, this is a condition that is commonly shared
by research in this area focusing on Russia. For exam‐
ple, both Yandex, Russia’s leading technology com‐
pany, and Roskomnadzor are notoriously closed to
information requests from researchers. Since the con‐
ducted interviews present three distinct perspectives
(the Coordination Center, a Russian partner, and an inter‐
national partner) we are nonetheless able to present
a sufficiently comprehensive picture of how Netoscope
functions. In interpreting these interviews, one also has
to consider that, given the politicisation of internet
infrastructure in Russia, interviewees may present an
incomplete/one‐sided view of the situation. Therefore,
we compared and complemented findings with data
from Coordination Center reports and media coverage
whenever possible (again, taking into consideration the
limitations in the availability and reliability of the latter
sources). In the next section, we first present the insights
gathered from these sources to tell a coherent story
about the development and functioning of Netoscope.
Since the way in which interviewees narrativise their
positions is an important source for understanding the
project, these statements are presented comprehen‐
sively. A critical discussion of the picture emerging from
our sources then follows in Section 5.3.
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5. Netoscope
5.1. History and Functionality of Netoscope
Netoscope was launched in 2012 by the Coordination
Center. As stated on its official website, the project
“aims at making the Russian domain space safer for
users” (Coordination Center, 2012). In our interview,
the representative of the Coordination Center, who
is directly involved in the functioning of Netoscope,
explained that the project was not intended for the reg‐
ulation of the Russian internet; rather, it was deemed
necessary for improving the reputation of the Russian
top‐level domains, since they did not rank among the
safest domains in 2009–2011. Although this low rank‐
ing, according to the representative, lacked a proper
justification, they admitted the validity of some of the
security concerns; the .ru domain was indeed used for
malicious activities, such as malware and the creation
and operation of botnets. In the representative’s view,
these malicious activities may be explained by the low
prices of domain name registration and the (according
to them, incorrect) impression that the Coordination
Center was indifferent to activities in the Russian ccTLDs.
On the contrary, the representative emphasised that the
Coordination Center was very much interested in making
the domain safe for internet users but the issue was that
the Coordination Center lacked the necessary competen‐
cies to identify domain names involved in malicious activ‐
ities. Therefore, it proposed Netoscope as a platform for
cooperating with cybersecurity experts.
Cybersecurity experts, in turn, needed the coop‐
eration with the Coordination Center because only
they are able to terminate the domain name delega‐
tion of resources involved in the “epidemic” dissemina‐
tion of, for example, malware, as Andrey Yarnykh, the
Director of Strategic Development Project of Kaspersky in
Russia, indicated in the interview. The termination of the
domain delegation does not cancel the registration of
a domain name; it terminates the connectivity between
the domain name and the corresponding address, which
makes the respective website inaccessible until the del‐
egation is restored. Experts employed by Kaspersky, he
indicated, can detect malware being spread by such
resources and identify which domain names are used
for coordinating command points. To prevent such epi‐
demics from developing, the resources behind them
should be disabled directly by terminating the delega‐
tion of the domain names involved. Therefore, Kaspersky
had an interest in being able to inform the Coordination
Center on domain names engaged in malicious activ‐
ities and request the termination of their delegation.
According to Yarnykh, Netoscope provided the necessary
mechanisms for that purpose and Kaspersky sends infor‐
mation on malicious domain names to the project to
enable the Coordination Center to expeditiously react
to cyberthreats. Here, his account differs from that pro‐
vided by the Coordination Center representative, who
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pointed out that Netoscope is only the basis for technical
and scientific collaboration. The termination of domain
name delegation, which indeed lies within the mandate
of the Coordination Center, is realised through a sepa‐
rate trusted‐notifier mechanism that is more formalised
and transparent in its procedure and in which Kaspersky
and other Russian Netoscope partners are authorised to
request undelegation.
According to Yarnykh, Netoscope effectively combats
the viral spread of malware, botnets, and phishing by dis‐
abling coordinating command points, which decreases
the levels of malicious activities in the Russian ccTLDs as
well as globally. The Coordination Center representative
also indicated that the cooperation within Netoscope has
led to a decrease in the number of malicious activities in
the Russian ccTLDs and thereby improved their reputa‐
tion. If, in the beginning, Netoscope flagged a hundred
thousand malicious domains per year, by 2020, the num‐
bers had decreased significantly and the domain became
“cleaner” (measuring the impact of such partnerships is,
however, difficult; Dupont, 2017).
Yarnykh highlighted that Kaspersky does not gain
commercial benefit from participating in Netoscope but
acts as a “donor.” The company’s interest, he said,
consists solely in contributing to stable internet devel‐
opment. To this aim, the company cooperates with
Netoscope partners to make the Russian ccTLDs “cleaner
and more protected.” Kaspersky cooperates with part‐
ners involved in Netoscope outside of the project as well,
but these processes are conducted “in different formats”
than those within Netoscope.
The Coordination Center representative explained
that Netoscope was created upon several meetings with
experts. Some of them had shown interest in cooper‐
ating, others were specially invited by the Coordination
Center. Initially, the representative indicated, Netoscope
involved such partners as RU‐CERT, Kaspersky, Group IB,
and the Technical Center “Internet”; i.e., Russian cyberse‐
curity companies. The Coordination Center’s 2012 report
indicates that Yandex, which can be considered the
Russian counterpart and competitor of Google, provid‐
ing a broad array of digital services, including internet
browser, search engine and news aggregation, joined
in 2012 (Coordination Center, 2013, p. 11). Gradually,
additional companies and organisations also joined
the project, including three foreign partners: IThreat
Cyber Group (United States), SURFnet (the Netherlands),
and FIFA.
Table 1 presents an overview of the 17 project part‐
ners listed on the website and indicates their main
areas of activity. It shows that Netoscope differs from
the anti‐botnet public‐private partnerships described by
Dupont (2017) in several respects. First, while cyberse‐
curity companies make up a substantive proportion of
partners, the central role of ISPs Dupont identified is
lacking. The only partner involved in providing internet
services is Rostelecom. However, its membership may
be explained by its involvement in the creation of the
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Table 1. Netoscope partners.
Partner

Organisation type

Role within Netoscope

Coordination Center

Russian domain name registry organisation

Coordinator

Technical Center
“Internet” (TCI)

Russian organisation maintaining the main registry for ccTLDs .ru, .рф
and .su

Participant

Roskomnadzor

Russian federal executive authority for media and internet regulation

Participant

National Computer
Incident Response and
Coordination Center

Russian Computer Emergency Response Team responsible for the
protection of governmental networks of the Russian Federation

Participant

RU‐CERT

Russian autonomous non‐profit organisation. Computer Emergency
Response Team

Participant

Group IB

Russian private cybersecurity company

Participant

Kaspersky

Russian private cybersecurity company

Participant

SkyDNS

Russian private cybersecurity company

Participant

Dr. Web

Russian private cybersecurity company

Participant

BI‐ZONE

Russian private cybersecurity company. Daughter company of Sber
(previously, Sberbank)

Participant

MasterCard Members’
Association

Russian non‐profit organisation

Participant

Rostelecom

Russian private telecommunications company. Market leader in
provision of (mobile) internet services

Participant

Yandex

Russian multinational corporation offering a wide array of digital
services. Owner of Yandex browser and search engine

Participant

Mail.ru Group

Russian corporation active in email services, e‐commerce, B2B,
media, instant messaging. Owner of VKontakte and Odnoklassniki

Participant

IThreat

American private cybersecurity company

Participant

SURFnet

Cooperative association of Dutch educational and research
institutions aimed at the development and procurement of
information and communication technology facilities and
knowledge sharing

Participant

FIFA

French non‐profit organisation. Organiser of the FIFA World Cup

Participant

Russian browser and search engine Sputnik, launched in
2014, which filtered various harmful materials from its
search results through its collaboration with Kaspersky,
Netoscope, and Roskomnadzor (“‘Sputnik’ iskliuchaet iz
poiskovoi,” 2014). Because of its limited success, the
Sputnik search engine was discontinued in 2020, yet
the company continues to provide search solutions to
corporate and government clients (“Poiskovik ‘Sputnik’
prekratil,” 2020). Second, it includes two key players
of the Russian internet: Yandex, previously introduced,
and Mail.ru Group, which (among many other activ‐
ities) is the owner of the popular social media plat‐
forms Vkontakte and Odnoklassniki and a (much less
popular) search engine and news aggregator. Rambler
Media Group, another prominent digital media company
owned by Sber (a state‐owned bank), is not included.
Finally, there are three non‐Russian partners, whose part‐
nership appears to be motivated differently, as will be
discussed below.
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According to the Coordination Center’s 2016 report,
Roskomnadzor joined Netoscope on 19 April 2016
(Coordination Center, 2017, p. 12). Roskomnadzor and
Netoscope concluded an agreement on cooperation
aimed inter alia at “the joint investigation of con‐
tent, types, and features of unlawful online information
and the development of means of precluding it from
dissemination on the Internet” (Coordination Center,
2016, p. 2), a formulation which suggests a scope
that extends beyond botnets and malware. Despite
becoming an official partner in 2016, Roskomnadzor, as
the Coordination Center representative clarified, was
involved in Netoscope from the very beginning and was
an active participant both before and after concluding
the agreement. Their cooperation practices were not
affected by the changed status, the representative stated:
“[T]here have not been any cardinal changes. Instead,
there has been active, annual, everyday, on‐time perfor‐
mance.” Andrey Yarnykh also indicated that the practices
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of cooperation within Netoscope did not change when
Roskomnadzor joined; at least, Kaspersky did not notice
any changes. The company continues to send informa‐
tion to the database in accordance with its own exper‐
tise: phishing, spam, and malware. Yarnykh assumes that
Roskomnadzor, just as other partners, contributes to the
project within the agency’s expertise, in a way that bene‐
fits Netoscope’s overall objective.
According to the Coordination Center representative,
experts contribute to Netoscope by submitting informa‐
tion on domain names involved in phishing, malware,
and botnet activities to a database that accumulates
the information and stores all suspicious domain names.
This means that once a domain name is included in the
Netoscope database, it will never be excluded from it,
even when the flagged domain name no longer hosts
the malicious content. If the domain name ceases to
exist (if its registration in one of the Russian ccTLDs is
discontinued) this also does not affect the information
stored in the database. These structural characteristics
leave the issue of how to interpret the information about
a domain’s entry into the database up to the user of
the database. The principle of permanent storage, the
Coordination Center representative explained, is based
on the assumption that a domain name that has been
used for malicious activities in the past is likely to be
used again and therefore retains its dangerous poten‐
tial. Yet, it means there is no possibility for domains that
have been falsely flagged or flagged as a result of manip‐
ulation (e.g., a malicious actor simulating an attack and
connecting it to the domain of an opposition‐related
website) to rid themselves of the reputational damage
and its possible consequences. The available information
also suggests domain name owners are not necessarily
informed if they are added to the database.
The Netoscope database serves as the basis for the
Domain Checker available on the Netoscope website.
Any internet user can use it to find out whether a domain
name registered in the .ru, .su, or .рф domains has been
flagged by Netoscope. For example, (oppositional) online
media outlet grani.ru was blocked in March 2014 on the
allegation of publishing calls to participate in unautho‐
rised mass protests. The Domain Checker (Netoscope,
2021) indicates the following result for the domain:
“On the domain name grani.ru project partners recorded
the following malicious activities: Formerly Malware.”
In December 2020, the Netoscope database con‐
tained approximately 4,7 million domain names
(Netoscope, 2020). The Coordination Center representa‐
tive explained that this figure should not be understood
as an indicator of a high level of malicious activity. Only a
small number of these, around five thousand, represent
domain names flagged as “currently malicious.” In the
case of grani.ru, its inclusion in the database indicates
that the domain name is outside the scope of currently
malicious websites, yet possessed this status at some
point in the past. This status should signal to users that
the website is safe to access. However, the fact that it
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was previously flagged by Netoscope may also give rise
to questions regarding the website’s safety. For exam‐
ple, according to the representative, companies involved
in the domain name business adjust their decision to
purchase a certain domain name if it has been flagged
by Netoscope.
Netoscope has another direct and intended effect:
The Coordination Center’s 2014 report states that
Yandex, the provider of Russia’s most popular search
engine, has been using the Netoscope database since
2014 to exclude links to malicious websites from its
search results (Coordination Center, 2015, p. 11; see
also Kudriavtseva, 2020). The Coordination Center repre‐
sentative confirmed that Yandex can use the Netoscope
database to adjust how its algorithms decide on which
websites are prioritised in search results, yet stressed it
is but one of many resources Yandex uses as an input
source for its algorithms. Yandex also contributes to the
database: According to the representative, the Yandex
Safe Browsing database has been used by Netoscope to
enrich and refine data about domain names included in
the Netoscope database.
5.2. Netoscope as a Trusted Notifier‐Model
The Coordination Center representative highlighted an
important feature of Netoscope: The project facilitates
collaboration among competitors. Most of the partners
involved in Netoscope are commercial entities active in
adjacent fields; therefore, they prefer not to share infor‐
mation with other (cybersecurity, technology) compa‐
nies. Yet, as partners in Netoscope, they are willing to
share information with the Coordination Center and con‐
tribute to the database. According to the representa‐
tive, the partners cooperate because they share the com‐
mon goal of making the Russian ccTLDs safer. Moreover,
by cooperating, they develop “mechanisms” for identi‐
fying malicious activities, which enhances their compe‐
tencies and thereby their competitiveness in the market.
However, each Netoscope partner is unaware of what
information the other partners share with Netoscope.
As the Coordination Center representative explained,
Group IB, for instance, does not know which domain
names have been flagged as malicious by Kaspersky:
The partners have agreed on this practice because, as
competitors, they “do not support the idea that some of
them donate the information, while the others only use
it without contributing.”
Kaspersky’s Andrey Yarnykh also mentioned market
competition among Netoscope partners as the reason
for the fact that there is only unilateral communica‐
tion between Netoscope and the company. He said that,
because Kaspersky’s databases with information on mal‐
ware, phishing, and botnets are used in conducting its
projects, this information should be kept secret from
competitors. Although Kaspersky sends the information
to Netoscope, this information is available only to the
project but not to its partners. According to Yarnykh,
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“it would be incorrect and wrong if Netoscope presented
a resource that shares the information we provided.”
Rather, “Netoscope was initially designed as a resource
to which the partners contribute information but do not
take from it”; he also indicates that Netoscope accumu‐
lates information but does not disseminate it.
Another aspect affecting information‐sharing prac‐
tices within Netoscope is the different competencies
respective Netoscope partners have, which, according
to the Coordination Center representative, is noted
in the agreement on cooperation. They explained the
actual cooperation occurs as follows: The Netoscope
database is located at the Coordination Center. Each part‐
ner submits information on those domain names that
it identifies as being involved in malicious activities to
the database. The representative stressed that partners
decide whether to flag a domain name, in accordance
with their particular expertise. Yarnykh indicated that
Netoscope aggregates information sent by the partners
and issues reports on the levels of malicious activity.
These reports are purposely designed not to reveal the
size and content of each partner’s contribution to the
project. As Yarnykh said, reports provide “statistics rather
than analytics.” Netoscope does not enable Kaspersky to
see which partner flagged a certain domain name.
Importantly, as the Coordination Center represen‐
tative indicated, Netoscope relies on partners’ exper‐
tise and does not verify inputs into the database.
They explained that such verification falls outside of
the Coordination Center’s remit and they do not
employ experts to perform such verification checks. If a
Netoscope partner “says that this domain name is con‐
nected with phishing at this moment, it means that the
partner answers for [the accuracy of] its words.”
According to the Coordination Center representative,
Netoscope also relies on the partners’ expertise in decid‐
ing on notifications about malicious activities received
from internet users. Users can inform Netoscope by
pressing the button “report malware” on the Netoscope
website. Netoscope then sorts out notifications about
botnets, phishing, and malware and forwards this infor‐
mation to the relevant partner specialising in identi‐
fying the respective malicious activity. Netoscope has
received many complaints on malicious activities from
users, the representative mentioned, without specifying
whether any NGOs or organised groups of internet users
are known to submit such notifications (online vigilante
groups have in the past played a significant role in flag‐
ging online content, thereby initiating website blocking
procedures; Daucé et al., 2019).
The Domain Checker available on the Netoscope
website warns users about any malicious activity the
checked domain name is/was involved in based on
Netoscope partners’ assessments. In line with the
restricted disclosure and anonymised aggregation dis‐
cussed above, the results received from the Domain
Checker do not show which partner flagged the
domain name in question nor when this occurred.
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The Coordination Center representative explained, mak‐
ing information non‐traceable was “the main condition
at the start of the project.” It means that, although the
Coordination Center has access to these details, informa‐
tion about partners’ involvement is not disclosed, and
this lack of transparency extends to all partners in the
project. As Yarnykh explained, Kaspersky sends informa‐
tion “like an email” and is not able to trace how it is
subsequently processed.
For some of the international partners, the motiva‐
tions behind joining the project and the content of their
contributions appear to be somewhat different. The part‐
nership with FIFA was established in 2018 in the con‐
text of the World Cup that Russia hosted. According
to FIFA’s advisor on brand protection, Aleksei Shvetsov,
“FIFA [would] identify and transfer data to Netoscope
about domain names used for phishing in the illegal
sale of tickets for the World Cup” (“FIFA i ‘Netoskop’
budut,” 2018). The received data would be analysed by
“participants of Netoscope” and resources blocked if ille‐
gal activities were indeed identified. SURFnet, a coop‐
erative association of Dutch educational and research
institutions aimed at the development and procurement
of information and communication technology facilities
and knowledge sharing, concluded their agreement with
Netoscope in 2017. This followed upon initial contact
between SURFnet and Technical Center “Internet” at the
Internet Engineering Task Force meeting in Berlin in 2016
(interview with Roland van Rijswijk‐Deij). SURFnet had an
interest in obtaining access to data on the Russian ccTLDs
as part of a larger open intelligence project. Following
a year‐long negotiation process, an agreement to this
effect was signed with Netoscope, on condition that
SURFnet reports any relevant threats it finds on the basis
of the shared data with its Russian partner. According
to Roland van Rijswijk‐Deij, SURFnet contributed to the
Netoscope database on a single occasion (spam detec‐
tion) and did not receive information on how their noti‐
fication was handled.
5.3. Discussion: Implications and Possibilities for Misuse
Yarnykh positively assessed the results of Netoscope
since the Coordination Center managed to consolidate
collaboration among the leading Russian internet compa‐
nies in the project. Therefore, he considered Netoscope
as “a valuable example to also be emulated on an inter‐
national level, provided the level of trust, responsibility,
and coordination is sufficient to use such a cooperation
for the sake of internet stability.” Yet, from an internet
governance perspective, the project also creates a funda‐
mental vulnerability, especially given the current politi‐
cisation of internet infrastructure in Russia, that is of
relevance beyond our case. Our study shows that the
Coordination Center indeed trusts its partners’ assess‐
ments and does not check whether information sent to
the database is correct. On the other hand, Kaspersky
(and presumably, other partners) trust the Coordination
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Center and cannot trace how the information they pro‐
vide is processed by Netoscope. The Netoscope database
is non‐transparent for all but the Coordination Center
and it is precisely this condition of non‐transparency
that served as the basis for establishing and preserving
trust within the project. However, the same condition of
non‐transparency gives rise to concern related to how
the database is/may be used by various end‐users and
the lack of any (legal) redress for domain name own‐
ers. Combined with the lack of verification mechanisms
(except for domains flagged by internet users) it risks the
trust in it being violated by malicious flagging, i.e., an
innocent domain name being accused of containing mal‐
ware by (an employee of) one of the partners or a tar‐
geted website being accused of intentional involvement
in a (simulated) attack in order for it to be included in the
Netoscope database.
In addition to the fact that most partners are either
de facto controlled by the state or have had their
independence from the state questioned, a particular
area of concern is the lack of information on how
Roskomnadzor, as the federal agency involved in execut‐
ing (restrictive) internet regulation, contributes to the
project. While there is currently no evidence suggest‐
ing that Roskomnadzor uses the Netoscope database to
flag unwanted speech as well as malware (which would
negatively affect the reputation of the domain name,
which could affect its indexation and recommendation)
the governance structure of the project, in as far as we
were able to confirm, does not have safeguards against
such misuse. Within its current scope of competence,
Roskomnadzor may then use Netoscope as an implemen‐
tation tool, instead of, or alongside the other means
of enforcement at its disposal (legal action, fines, pre‐
emptive website blocking); although, again, their willing‐
ness to do so may only be assumed since, as of yet, no
proof of its misuse is available. In such a case, using the
governance particularities of Netoscope and the com‐
petencies of the partners involved (representing lead‐
ing search engines, news aggregators, and social media
platforms) may prove quite effective in extending inter‐
net control mechanisms to the level of DNS infrastruc‐
ture. Similar to other algorithm‐driven forms of hidden
censorship (Makhortykh & Bastian, 2020), detecting and
exposing such misuse is difficult; the lack of transparency
and accountability limits possibilities for exposing mis‐
use while trust in the (abused) system is continually rein‐
forced through its usage. Given that Roskomnadzor did
not respond to our interview request, information on its
role remains limited.
Applying Schwemer’s trusted notifier‐model to the
information we gathered shows Netoscope possesses all
of the model’s four features: First, Netoscope is based
on voluntary arrangements; second, Netoscope partners
act as privileged parties with a direct channel, through
the database, to the Coordination Center as the inter‐
mediary with the capacity to affect the accessibility of
flagged content; third, there is no requirement of prelim‐
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inary judiciary assessment of whether content flagged
by the trusted notifiers is indeed illegal (in this case,
there is also no safeguard mechanism within Netocope
to verify partners’ notifications); fourth, Netoscope’s
non‐transparency and the fact that its functioning is
not restricted by a clear legal framework challenges the
project from the perspective of the rule of law, legal
certainty, accountability, right to due process, and free‐
dom of expression. Netoscope appears to function as a
black box not only for the public and scholarly commu‐
nity but also for the partners themselves. Since publicly
available information suggests that project partners use
the Netoscope database as an input for their algorith‐
mic ranking systems, the inclusion of independent news
sources may affect their online visibility.
Netoscope’s governance structure emerged from the
need to create a condition of trust among competitors in
order to share data and collectively work towards reduc‐
ing malware and phishing within the Russian domains.
It emerged from the Coordination Center, which, as
a technically‐oriented non‐profit organisation, is influ‐
enced by international practices of multistakeholderism
in internet governance. Operating through collabora‐
tion with security professionals within its partner organ‐
isations, their shared understandings of and trust in
the reliability of technical expertise provide the basis
for the database and its use. However, the introduc‐
tion of the Russian Internet Sovereignty Act and the
(planned) creation of a national DNS are only the most
recent signs of a shift from multistakeholderism to a
state‐centric tendency in Russian internet governance.
This politicisation and securitisation of internet infras‐
tructure in Russia mean that the project’s neutrality
and “technocratic” nature can no longer be assumed.
As DeNardis (2014, p. 18) argued some years ago:
“Internet governance structures were originally based on
familiarity, trust, and expertise and on ‘rough consen‐
sus and running code.’ Things have changed.” The fact
that the Russian state has become a stakeholder in
the Coordination Center is but one indicator of this
trend. The lack of transparency—crucial to its involve‐
ment of private partners—creates a lack of accountabil‐
ity. Contrary to the procedural requirements and report‐
ing obligations that pertain to, for example, website
blocking, a similar degree of transparency is not pro‐
vided when it comes to the contents and applications of
the Netoscope database, which makes it hard to detect
whether Netoscope has been used as a tool for online
content control. Moreover, those applications of the
database that are particularly relevant for indirect media
control (algorithmic downranking of flagged domains)
are considered company secrets. Recently, transparency
concerns have also been expressed regarding website
blocking (Stadnik, 2021). As was mentioned above, the
Russian Internet Sovereignty Act enables website block‐
ing through state‐controlled deep packet inspection fil‐
ters which may turn it into a black box. In this respect,
both cases signal a worrying trend towards rendering
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online content governance in Russia less transparent and
thereby less accountable.
6. Conclusion
Russia’s push towards establishing a “sovereign” inter‐
net has garnered international attention in academic,
policy, and rights advocacy circles alike. The possible
impact of the policy on freedom of expression, among
other rights, has been a key concern in these debates,
resonating with the earlier concerns about overblock‐
ing such as those included in the Kharitonov v. Russia
(2020) and OOO Flavus and others v. Russia (2020) deci‐
sions. Scholarship on media control in Russia, however,
has yet to fully embrace the importance of internet gov‐
ernance as an enabling or prohibiting factor. Our aim
has been to argue for a broadening of how authoritar‐
ian control of online media is studied by looking not
just at legislation, media ownership, journalistic culture,
or self‐censorship, but also by critically examining how
key technology and internet infrastructure players are
involved in internet governance practices that may affect
the online dissemination of news and other information.
On the example of Netoscope, we argued that the use
of a trusted notifier‐model, which is currently gaining
in popularity as a way to, for example, address online
harm within social media, may be vulnerable to manip‐
ulation or abuse without effective legal/procedural safe‐
guards and transparency requirements (although, as of
yet, there is no evidence of misuse in this particular
case). While further research is needed, our findings
suggest there are grounds for questioning the general
validity of using trust‐based models in non‐free media
systems as they amplify their inherent weaknesses (e.g.,
limited accountability). To fully grasp the role and impact
of such governance practices that exercise control via
(physical, algorithmic) internet infrastructures, an analy‐
sis of further cases is required. For example, the recent
initiative by Yandex to engage selected media and fact‐
checking organisations as trusted notifiers to counter
“fake news” on its personalised content distribution plat‐
form (Yandex Zen) illustrates the urgent need to estab‐
lish an understanding of media control that reflects
the complexity of digital ecosystems today. Our analy‐
sis of Netoscope underscores the importance of trans‐
parency and accountability mechanisms to safeguard
against (future) political instrumentalisation of ostensi‐
bly technical or specialist collaborations, systems, and
governance structures.
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